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Release name : August 2016 
Date : 01-08-2016 
Author : Martin Lingstuyl 

 

Short description about the release 
This release is about a better integration with SharePoint and an update for the UI regarding the list 

of meetings and other lists. 

New functionalities 
In this release the following functionalities are added:  

Reference nr Description  

0001 Search and add attachments to Easy2Meet from all over SharePoint. 

0002 Quickly view the content of your attachments with the SharePoint preview popup. 

0003 Easily sort and filter the meeting list by meeting type and timeframe to quickly find 

the meeting you are after. (Secretary Console & Participant app) 

 

Solved issues 
In this release the following issues are resolved:  

Reference nr Description 

Secretary Console 

1001 Copying a meeting with sub topics resulted in a new meeting without sub topics 

1002 An e-mail user who was added after publishing a meeting, would not get an email 

with the agenda and attachments 

1003 Archived participants would still get updates regarding meetings they already were 

part of before being archived. 

1004 Aborting an attachment upload would throw an error. 

1005 Uploading large attachments was impossible. 

1006 Updated the Presence form on the minutes preview pane. More easily switch 

presence for participants. 

1007 When a secretary had read-only rights to a participant calendar, publishing would 

throw an error. 

1008 Accidentally clicking the retract meeting reservation link on a published meeting, 

would unpublish the meeting. 

1009 Dragging and dropping attachments not possible. 

1010 If the secretary console would remain open on your browser screen, the 

connection to SharePoint would break after a certain time.  

  

Participant app 

2001 Sharing annotations with specific participants did not work in some cases. 

2002 The ‘Jump to meeting’ link was missing on the Tasks page. 

2003 Task details were invisible sometimes, when clicking on a task. 

2004 After opening a topic panel, one would not be able to scroll down and see all 

meeting details. 

2005 Tasks that were created on unpublished meetings were already visible in the app 
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2006 Annotations of type ‘Note’ could not be opened and viewed when not in 

annotation mode. 

 

And some more little fixes and updates. 

Known issues 
The following issues are already noted, but aren’t resolved in this release. 

Reference nr Description Work around 

3001 Only when using Firefox browser: when 

navigating to another page while the page is 

still loading, it sometimes shows an error 

window.  

Wait until the page is fully loaded 

before navigating away. 

 

 


